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Oltikar [9], and Oltikar and Ribes [lo], have shown that the p-Sylow 
subgroups of a finitely generated prosupersolvable group are finitely 
generated. The argument is topological and gives no estimate on the number 
of generators of the subgroups. In Section 1 we prove a theorem on finite 
groups which gives such a bound for supersolvable groups. The nature of the 
bound is such that it holds for prosupersolvable groups via a limit argument. 
Oltikar 191, also showed, using a cohomologicai argument of Gruenberg 
(p. 164 of [5]), that the p-Sylow subgroups of a free prosupersolvable group 
are free pro-p. The argument provides no construction of a set of free 
generators. In Section 2 we construct, for a given set of primes n, and index 
set, I, a profinite group, F, and subset, D, indexed by I. The construction is 
by an iterated semidirect product of free pro-p subgroups, F,, on explicitly 
given generators and with explicitly given actions of F, on the generators of 
F, for p > q. We show that D is a set of generators for F and that F is 
prosupersolvable, which, since the bounds of Section 1 are attained, shows 
the latter are best possible. 
In Section 3 we establish a mapping property of F relative to D which 
shows it is “the” free prosupersolvable n-group on D, thus giving a fairly 
explicit structure theory, including a Hall system, for the latter object, 
defined by this mapping property. In particular this provides a non- 
cohomological proof of Oltikar’s second result. 
In Section 4 we use the Hall system to get similar descriptions (iterated 
semidirect products of known groups with known actions) of certain 
canonical subgroups of F. In Section 5 we derive some facts about its 
automorphism group. 
For basic facts about profinite groups, in particular the notion of (super- 
natural) order and p-Sylow subgroups, see [ 11, 131. For the notion of free 
pro-C product and free pro-C group see [ 1, 3, 5, 7, 141. For extending basic 
facts about supersolvable groups to prosupersolvable see [9, lo]; for the 
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transition from solvable to prosolvable, in particular for the notion of Hall 
systems, see [2]. For the theorems in the finite case see VI Section 2 of [6]. 
As usual all subgroups will be closed, all homomorphisms continuous. In 
particular, when we say that a profinite group, Q, acts on another, V, we 
mean that Q + Aut(V) is continuous, i.e., V is a limit of finite Q-groups, 
hence has a fundamental system of neighborhoods of the identity consisting 
of Q-invariant normal subgroups. The terms “solvable,” “supersolvable,” “p- 
group,” and “ZZ-group” in isolation imply finiteness, but to avoid undue 
repetitions of “pro” such terms as “p-Sylow” and “n-subgroup” may denote 
pro-p and pro47 groups, and “prosupersolvable n-group” means “prosuper- 
solvable and pro-n.” 
Throughout Section 1 we stay as much as possible at the level of finite 
groups, leaving to the reader the routine limit arguments extending the results 
to the protinite case. This policy is eroded throughout Section 2 and aban- 
doned, with an indication of how it might have been continued and at what 
cost, at the end of that section. 
However, some facts about action on cyclic p-groups are most easily 
stated using p-adic integers. We let Z, denote the ring of p-adic integers; then 
Z,*, the group of invertible elements, is UP @ (1 +pZ,), where 17, is the 
group of p - 1st roots of 1 and 1 +pZ, is the group of units congruent to 1 
mod p, a pro-p group. 
Any automorphism of (the additive group of) Zp, or of Zp/p”Z,, ‘v Z/p”Z 
is given by taking a generator, a to ax, where x E Z,*. Any automorphism of 
order prime to p takes a to a’, for some E E U,,. Hence any action of a 
group, Q, of order prime to p, is given by a character x E Hom(Q, Z,*) = 
Hom(Q/[Q, Ql Qp-', Up). 
1. SUPERSOLVABLEGROUPS 
In this section we establish some properties of supersolvable groups, 
including a characterization which will be convenient later, and bounds on 
the number of generators of their Sylow subgroups. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let (1) + U-+” V-G W+ {I} be an exact sequence of 
finite abelian Q-groups and Q-homomorphisms, where Q is a fmite group 
with (I Ql, 1 VI) = 1. Suppose there is a homomorphism, y: W + V with 
/?y = id,. Then there is a Q-homomorphism 6: W+ V with PS = id,. Further 
V = a(U) @ 6(W) as Q-subgroups. 
ProoJ: A standard averaging argument. Define 6 = 1 Ql- ’ CyEQ.r~~-‘. 
(Note that ] Q]- ’ is a well-defined map of V to itself.) 
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COROLLARY 1.2. The above remains true if U, V, W, Q are profinite 
groups with (]V],]Q])= 1. 
Proof. If Q is finite the above proof works; if V is finite Q acts via a 
finite quotient. In general use a limit argument. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let P be a p-group on which a group, Q, with (p, / Q 1) = 1, 
acts. Let Z be a Q-invariant normal subgroup of P of order p and suppose 
there is x E P and x E Hom(Q, Z,*) such that x y E xxcy)Z for all y E Q. 
Then there is a w E XZ such that w y = wx( y’ for ally. 
Proof If x E Z take w = 1. If not let P’ = (Z, x). 
If Z f? (x) = (1 }, then P’ = Z @ (x) (as groups); hence, by Lemma 1.1 
there is a Q-subgroup, W, of P’, with P’ = Z 0 W, Wr PI/Z (as Q-groups). 
Take w corresponding to XZ under this isomorphism. 
If Z n (x) = Z, then P’ = (x). Let pm be the order of x; since x E Z, 
m > 2. Then, for all y, xy = x E(y) for some s(y) E UP. Since (xZ) Y E (xZ)~(~‘, 
x(y) E s(y) (modp”-‘); hence x(y) = e(y) and we may take w = x. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let P be a p-group on which a group Q, with (p, 
IQ]) = 1, acts. Suppose there is a sequence P, 1 P, 3 .+a 1 P, = {I} of 
normal Q-invariant subroups such that 1 Pi/Pi,, I =p. Let I E P/PI and 
x E Hom(Q, Z,*) be such that X y = x~(~ for all y E Q. Then there is x E P, 
XP = X such that x y = xxty’ for ally. I 3 
Proof Apply Lemma 1.3 to { 1 } + Pi/Pi+, + P/Pi+, + P/P, + ( 1). 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let P, Q, and the sequence (Pi} be as in Corollary 1.4, 
with P, = [P, P] Pp. Then for any set of generators (Xi), of PIP, with 
2: = .?~cy’ there is a set of generators {xi} for P with xi” = ~7~~’ and 
xi Pi = xi. 
Proof: We lift each Xi to xi using Corollary 1.4. The fact that the 
resulting set generates is the Burnside basis theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. The above (Lemma 1.3, Corollaries 1.4, 1.5) remain 
true if P is pro-p, Q profinite with (] Q I ,p) = 1 and the sequence (Pi} 
converges to { 1) (nPi = {l}). 
Proof Routine limiting argument, with a little care on Corollary 1.5 if P 
has infinitely many generators. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let G be a finite group. Then G is supersolvable tf and 
only tffor each prime p dividing the order there is a p-Sylow subgroup, G,, 
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with generators ap,, ap2 ,..., aprtp,, such that for q <p, G, normalizes each 
(api>. 
Proof. Suppose G is supersolvable and let p be the largest prime dividing 
( GI. Then a p-Sylow subgroup, P, is normal, hence unique, and has a 
complement, Q. If P, = [P, P] Pp, then P/P,, as a vector space over Z/pZ, is 
a direct sum of irreducible Q-subspaces which, by the supersolvability of 
G/P,, are one-dimensional. We pick a basis {tii} for P/P, with diy = @y’ 
and lift them, by Corollary 1.5, to generators {ai} for P with a: = aytY). 
Since Q has smaller order than G and is supersolvable we may assume it 
has Sylow subgroups with generators as given in the theorem. This completes 
the “only if” part. 
Now suppose G has Sylow subgroups with generators satisfying the above 
condition. Let p be the largest prime dividing 1 GI and let P = G, and 
{apI ,..., apr] be the corresponding subgroup and generators.-Let Q be the 
complement generated by the remaining G,. Let P, = P, Pi+, = [Pi, P] Pp, 
be the p-central series of P and suppose P, = { 1 }, P,-, # { 1). Each Pi/Pi+, 
has a basis on which Q acts diagonally, for we may start with {Epi} (or a 
subset which is a basis) for PO/P,, and if b,,..., b, E Pi are such that their 
images are a basis with diagonal action for Pi/P,+, , then the images of b,P, 
[b,, apj] generate pi+,/pi+,; hence they contain a basis, and Q acts on this 
basis diagonally. 
Take any z E P,-, , z # 1, such that Z = (z) is Q-invariant. Z is normal in 
P, hence in G, and G/Z satisfies the condition of the theorem, hence is super- 
solvable by induction. Hence G is supersolvable. 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let G be a profinite group. Then G is prosupersolvable 
tf and only tf it satisfies the condition of Theorem 1.1 (with possibly infinite 
sets of generators). 
THEOREM 1.9. Let P be a p-group with minimum set of generators 
A = (aj] j E J}. Suppose a finite group Q with (p, 1 Q ]) = 1 acts on P so that 
for all j there is xj E Hom(Q, Z,*) such that ajy = ayCy) for all y E Q. 
Suppose that {cil i = l,..., n) generates the semidirect product, R, of P and Q. 
Then there are at most n j with ;cj = 1; for all x # 1 there are at most n - 1 j 
with xj = x. 
Proof We may suppose that [P, P] Pp = ( 1 }, since if R is divided by it 
the hypothesis remains true. The aj with xj = 1 generate a direct factor of R; 
hence there are at most n of them. 
For x # 1 we may assume x y = xx’ y, for all x E P, y E Q by dividing out 
by all aj with xj #x. Then we need only show dim(P) < n - 1. 
Further since [Q, Q] acts trivially on P it is a normal subgroup of R 
disjoint from P. Dividing by it, we may assume Q is commutative. 
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Let ci = aibi, ai E P, bi E Q. After a series of substitutions ci +P cici, i fj. 
and a possible renumbering we may assume I = . . . = x(b,- ,) = 
1,X(&J z 1. 
Then c,P-’ = a,“b,P-‘, where m = 1 + ~(b,,) + ... + ~(b,,)~- ’ = 0. Hence 
the order of c, is prime to p. 
We claim (a, ,..., a,) = P. For any z E R is a word in the cir hence can be 
written z = xy, where x is a word in the ai and y a word in the bi; moreover 
z E P iffy = 1. Hence it will suffice to show a, = 1; suppose the contrary. 
In the following bars denote cosets modulo a subgroup determined by 
context. 
Since R = (c, ,..a, c,J, R = (a,, bj, i = 1 ,.a., n - 1; cJ. Hence 
R/Q, ,..., b,m,) = (5, ,..., ti,-,,F,,), R/(b ,,...,- b,m,,a ,,..., a,-,) = (c,). But 
R/(u, ,..., a,-,) contains 6,, of order p, and b, ,..., b-,-, which commute with 
a;, and b;, and with each other and have orders prime top, hence generate a 
normal subgroup disjoint from (6,). Hence R/(u, ,..., a,_, , 6, ,..., b,_ ,) 
contains 5, of order p, a contradiction. 
Remark. The above remains true for P, Q prolinite. 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let G be a supersolvable group with n generators, 
and let p be a prime dividing 1 GI. Then the p-Sylow subroup, P, can be 
generated by at most (n - l)(p - 1)” + 1 generators. 
Proof. We may divide by all G, for q > p; hence assume p is the largest 
prime dividing 1 GI. By Theorem 1.7, P has generators (ai} and a 
complement, Q, such that a: = CZ~(~) for suitable xi E Hom(Q, Z,*) and all 
y E Q. The order of Hom(Q, Z,*) is at most (p - 1)” and each x corresponds 
to at most n - 1 generators except x = 1, which may have n. 
Note that this bound does not depend on the index of P in G, only on the 
number of generators of G and on p. Hence a limit argument gives: 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let G be a prosupersolvuble group with n generators. 
Then every Sylow p-subgroup, G,, has at most (n - I)(p - 1)” + 1 
generators. 
2. CONSTRUCTIONS 
In this section we show that the bounds of 1.7-1.9 are best possible by 
constructing groups where they are attained. We will then use iterations of 
such a construction to construct a prosupersolvable group on a given set of 
generators which will later (Section 3) turn out to be free prosupersolvable 
on these generators. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let Q be a pro47’ group with a minimum generating set 
B = {bi( i E I}, and let p 6? 17’. For each x E Hom(Q, Z,*), x # 1, choose i(x) 
such that x(bi(,,) # 1. Let P be a free pro-p group on generators a,,. for all x 
and all i except ik) (for x # 1). Define the action of Q on P by a.$ = azy’. 
Let R be the semidirect product of P and Q with natural maps a : P + R, 
/?: Q -+ R, x :R -+ Q, and let ci = (n,axi) bi. Here and below the product is 
taken over all possible x, i.e., over all x for which i # i(x). 
If there are infinitely many x the product is defined as an appropriate 
limit. Then C = {cil i E I} is a minimum generating set for R (that is, of 
smallest cardinality). 
Before proving Theorem 2.1 we establish some useful elementary results. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let N be a normal subgroup of a profinite group, R, and let 
N* be the Frattini subgroup of N. Let S be a subset of R such that every 
open subgroup of R contains all but Jinitely many elements of S and such 
that the image of S in R/N* is a set of generators. Then S is a set of 
generators for R. 
Proof. This is just the statement that N* c R *, which follows easily 
from the known fact in the finite case (e.g., p. 162 of [ 121). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a and b be commuting elements of a profinite group of 
relatively prime order. Then any subgroup which contains ab contains a and 
6. 
Proof: Elementary using limits and the Chinese remainder theorem. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space, written 
multiplicatively, over ZjpZ, and suppose that a finite group, G, acts on V. 
Suppose that V is completely reducible, i.e., the direct sum of irreducible 
subspaces. For each irreducible representation p of G over Z/pZ let V, be the 
sum of the subspaces corresponding to p. Let V’ c V be a G-subspace and let 
v=cpup’ with up E V,,, belong to V’. Then each v, E Vi. 
ProoJ A standard fact from representation theory (e.g., p. 443 of [8]). 
Remark. In our application below the irreducibles will be one- 
dimensional and one can give an elementary proof. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over Z/pZ and 
let a finite group G with (p, 1 G I) = 1 act on V so that V is the direct sum of 
one-dimensional G-subspaces. Let R be the semidirect product of V and G 
and let R’ be a subgroup which is mapped onto G by the map R -+ G. Let 
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h=vgER’, v E V, g E G. Then for each x: G --f ]Z/pZ] * for which 
x(g)= 1, v,E VnR’. 
Proof: Since R’ maps onto G, R’ (7 V is a G-subspace of V. Let m be the 
order of g. Then hm=n,v,“xER’nV, where m,=l+x(g)+...+ 
k(g))“-‘. By Lemma 2.4 each vpx E R’ n V; if x(g) = 1 then mX= m, 
prime to p; hence vX E R ’ n V. 
Remark. If G were profinite in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 it would act via a 
finite quotient and the results remain valid. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is clear that there can be no smaller generating 
set than C since it would give rise to a generating set for Q which would be 
smaller than B. 
Any open subgroup of R contains all but finitely many ari and all but 
finitely many bi ; hence all but finitely many ci. To show that C generates it 
is sufficient to show, this modulo any open subgroup of R; hence we may 
assume B and C finite. By Lemma 2.2 we may assume P* = (1). 
Let H be the smallest subgroup of R containing C. It will suffice to show 
that all the ati E H, for then P c H, B c H, Q c H. 
If x(bj) = 1 then, since cj = (n, a#j) bj E H, ati E H n P by Lemma 2.5. 
Now consider ani with x(bj) # 1. There is an i = iCy) with X(bi) # 1. Hence 
there is an m with x(bjby) = 1, i.e., bjby commutes with ati. In the 
expressions for cj and ci ati occurs in the first but there is no axi in the 
second, so if d = cjcy is written d = abjby then a,= ati. Hence by 
Lemma 2.5 ati E H n P. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If Q is prosupersolvable and p is larger than any 
prime dividing ] Q], then the R constructed in Theorem 2.1 is pro- 
supersolvable. 
Proof Q has a system of Sylow subgroups with generators satisfying the 
condition of Corollary 1.8. By construction P has generators satisfying the 
condition. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let IT = ( p, < pz < e.. 1 be a set of primes and let I be an 
index set. Let F, be free pro-p, on a set B, = (b,i]i E I}. If Fj, Bj have been 
constructed let p=pj+,, Q=Fj, B=B,, and lT’=(p, <pz (... (pi) in 
Theorem 2.1. Let Pj+ I be the resulting P, Fj+, the R, Bj+, the C, and 
aj+ I =a, Pj+l = p, xi+, = 7r; 
{I}-Pj+,=+Fj+,- =+F,+ (1). 
oj+l 
Let F = $IJ (Fj, xj), D = lim (Bj, 7~~). (Zf II is Jinite with largest prime p,, 
then F = F,, D = B,.) Then F is prosupersolvable and generated by D. 
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Proof: Each Fj is prosupersolvable by 2.6 and generated by Bj by 
Theorem 2.1. 
Remark. If, in the above constructions, each P were divided by some 
term in its p-central series (as defined in Theorem 1.7), the results of 
Section 2 would remain true, showing that the bounds of Theorem 1.9 and 
Corollary 1.10 are best possible even for finite groups. 
The resulting groups, F, would satisfy the mapping properties of Section 3 
only for a suitably restricted category of supersolvable groups; hence, F 
would be free in a restricted (and somewhat cumbersome) sense. 
3. MAPPING PROPERTIES 
LEMMA 3.1. Let {l}+P+*Rz,” Q + ( 1 } be a split exact sequence of 
profinite groups (i.e., zp = id,). Let G be a proflnite group and let 
y: P + G, 6: Q -+ G be homomorphisms. Suppose that y and 6 make y a Q- 
homomorphism, where the actions of Q on P and G are defined by 
xy =a-’ W(Y) 4X)PW’)~ xEf’,yEQ, 
gy = ~tYhYu-‘9 gE GYE Q. 
Thus y a Q-homomorphism means 
WV(Y) aWW’)) = d(Y) Y(X) &Y)-‘? xEP,yEQ. 
Then there is a unique homomorphism $: R + G such that #a = y, &3 = 6. 
Proof The uniqueness is clear; if z E R = a(P)P(Q), z = a(x)/?(y) and 
we must take o(z) = y(x) 6(y). Th is assures $a = y, #? = a, and the 
continuity is routine. To check that it preserves multiplication: 
9(4x) P(Y) 4x’) PtY’)> = 4t4xx’y> P(w’)> 
= Y(X) YW y d(Y) &Y’> 
= Y(X) 4Y) YW 4Y’) 
= 4(4x) B(Y)) 4(4x’> PWD 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Q be a profinite group and let F be free pro-p, 
(p, 1 Ql) = 1, on a set, A = {ai1 i E I}, of generators on which Q acts 
diagonally, say, a: = ayCy’. Let 
F 
{l}-+z*P-% w -+ {l) 
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be a diagram of Q-homomorphisms with the row exact, P pro-p, and / Z / = p. 
Then there is a Q-homomorhism 4: F -+ P with fro = 4’. 
Proof’ Since P is Hausdorff it has an open normal subgroup, P’, which 
we may take to be a Q-subgroup, with P’ f7 Z = ( 1 }. Then p gives a Q- 
isomorphism, /3’, between P’ and /?(P’), which is open in W, hence contains 
all but finitely many of the #‘(ai). For #‘(ai) E /3(P’) take xi =P’- ‘@‘(a;)). 
For #‘(ai) E ,b(P’) use Lemma 1.3 to find xi E P with @xi) = @‘(ai) and 
xiy = xycy) for all y E Q. 
Any open subgroup of P contains almost all the xi. Hence by the freeness 
of F on A there is 4: F + P with $(ai) = xi. Clearly it is a Q-homomorphism 
and @ = 4’. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Q be a pro-II group with minimum set of generators 
B = (b,]i E I}. Let p be a prime larger than any in II and let P, R, C,..., be 
asinTheorem2.1.Let17’=~U{p}andlet{l)-,Z~G~”’H-,{l}bean 
exact sequence of prosupersolvable IT-groups, with ] Z I= p. 
Let +V: R -+ H be a homomorphism. Denote #‘(ci) by e, and choose di E G 
with n’(di) = e,. Then there is a unique homomorphism 4: R -+ G such that 
#(ci) = di for all i: 
{l}+P& R -5 
+-ii- Q - (11, 
\ @’ 
{l}-Z-G=G,G, ?H=H,H,+ (1). 
Proof. Again the uniqueness is automatic since the ci generate R. By the 
prosolvability of H we may find subgroups, H,, H, c H such that H, is a p- 
Sylow subgroup and Hn a I7-Sylow subgroup; hence H = H,,H, (see. 121). 
Then G, = 7~‘~‘(HP) is a p-Sylow subgroup of G, and a II-Sylow subgroup 
G n, of z’-‘(NJ is also a IZ-Sylow subgroup of G and is mapped 
isomorphically onto H, by 7~‘. By the prosupersolvability of G and H and 
the hypothesis on p, HP and G, are normal. 
Replacing H, and G, by conjugates if necessary we may assume 
#‘P(Q) = Hn 3 = ‘-‘4’p(Q) c G,. This makes H, and G, Q-groups and the 
restriction of z’ to G, a Q-homomorphism. Furthermore by the hypothesis, 
Z is a Q-subgroup of G,. 




{l}+Z-+G, -J% H,-+(l). 
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Since P has a set of generators of the form required by Lemma 3.2 there is 
a Q-map y’: P-r G, such that rr’y’ = $‘a. We regard y’ as a Q-map from P 
to G. Then by Lemma 3.1, applied to y’: P + G and 6 = rr - I$‘/?: Q + G 
there is #i: R -+ G such that $ia = y’, Q,p = 6. 
Since $‘/3 = 7r’g,/? and @‘a = ~‘4, a it follows that 4’ = ~‘4~. 
We cannot assert that #,(ci) = d;. We wish to modify #i to achieve this, 
while still satisfying the preceding equations. Letting z denote a generator of 
2 we have rr’#r(ci) = #‘(ci) = ei. Therefore #l(ci) = z”icii for all i. 
Let the action of Q on Z be given by z y = zx( y, for some 
x E Hom(Q, Z,*>. 
Case 1. If x # 1 let i = ih). Then since conjugation on Z by elements of 
G is determined by their images in H, d,zd; ’ = zX@i), z- ‘diz = zX@i’-‘di # 
d,. If kk(bi) - 1) = n, (modp) then #*: R + G defined by &(w) = 
z-‘+,(w) zk, w  E R, satisfies YT’& = 4’ and &(ci) = di. 
Now as before $,(cj) = z”jdj (note that m, E 0 (modp)). Let y2 = &a and 
define y3 : P + G, by: y3(a,j) = rz(atij) for all v fx, and all j# i(w); 
y,(a, j) = zpmjy,(axj) for all j # ik). Then since z commutes with elements of 
Y*(p)> 
(Y3(a,j))Y = z-~J~(~’ Y2(a$‘) 
= (Z -m’y~(axj))X’Y’ = yx(aij), 
y E Q, so y3 is a Q-homomorphism. Applying Lemma 3.1 with y3 and with 
6, = #J3 we get d: R -+ G with #a = y3, #? = 6, ; hence n’# = 4’. 
It remains only to verify that $(cj) = dj for all j. 
Now cj = (JJ, atij) bj so #(cj) = (JJ,r3(a,)) @,(b,). For j = ik) this is 
KI, da,J)(h@j) = h(Cj> = dj. 
For j z iC,-d it is (I-l, Y3(atij)) #,(bj) = z-~~(IYI~ Y*(aoj)) (b,(bj) = 
z-“j#,(cj) = dj. 
Case 2. If x = 1, then z is centralized by #,p(Q). Hence if (b,(c,) = z”.fdj 
for all j we take yz to agree with y’ except that for each j we choose a w  with 
i(w) #j and let y2(aOj) = zemjy’(atij). Then y2 is still a Q-homomorphism and 
4 constructed using Lemma 3.1 with 6 and yz will do the job. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let Q, II, p, II’, P, R, B, C ,..., be as in Lemma 3.3. Let 
{l)+X+G+“’ H -+ { 1) be an exact sequence of prosupersolvable II- 
groups with X a pro-p group. Let @‘: Q + H be a homomorphism and denote 
O’(b,) by e,. Choose di E G with n’(di) = ei. Then there is a unique 4: R -+ G 
such that Q(ci) = di. 
Remark. It is clear that for such a #, n’# = #‘n. 
ProoJ First assume X is finite, and, since the result is trivial if X = ( 1). 
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assume it is true for groups of order smaller than 1x1. By the super- 
solvability of G there is a subgroup, Z, of X, normal in G and of order p. 
Consider the diagram 
By the induction assumption there is a unique 4, : R + G/Z such that 
$,(ci) = v(di). Then, since Z is normal in G, by Lemma 3.3 there is a unique 
4: R -+ G such that #(ci) = di. 
Now let X be pro-p and take a fundamental system of neighborhoods, U, 
of { 1 } in G, consisting of normal subgroups. For each U we get #u and a 
commutative diagram 
with 7cU&(ci) = B,(e,). Taking &I,(#,) gives the result, since b,(O,) = id,, 
and &r,(n,) = K: G + H. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let II be a set of primes and I an index set and let F be 
the corresponding prosupersolvable group and D = (di) i E I} the set of 
generators constructed in Section 2. Then for any prosupersolvable D-group, 
G, and any set, E, in G, indexed by I, such that any neighborhood of { 1 } in 
G contains almost all of E, there is a unique homomorphism 4: F + G with 
$(di) = ei for all i. 
Proof As always, uniqueness is trivial. First assume II is finite. Since F 
is free pro-p by definition if n = {p} we take p to be the largest prime in Ii’ 
and assume the result for n’ = Z7- (p}. Let F’, D’ be the group and 
generators corresponding to II’ and I with 7~: F + F’ the projection. 
Since G is a prosupersolvable n-group its p-Sylow subgroup, X, is normal. 
Letting 7~‘: G + H = G/X we have H a l7-group; hence by induction a 
homomorphism 4’: F’ -+ H with $‘(d() = rc’(ei). Hence by Lemma 3.4 there 
is 4: F + G with g(di) = e,. 
If 17 is infinite, say, n= {p, <pz < ... }, then let IIj= {p, <p2 . . . ~4~) 
and nj’ = i7 - r;rj. By the prosupersolvability of G there is, for each j, a 
normal I;lj’-subgroup, Xj, of G such that Gj = G/Xi is pro-nj (see [9]. 
Further if j < k, Xj 1 X, ; hence there are natural homomorphisms 
7Zjlk : G, + Gj as well as rtjjk : F, + Fj. Letting z,! : G -+ G,i and xi : F + Fi be the 
projections we have zjlkzL = xi, njkrrk = 7cj. 
From the case of finite I7 we have maps tij : Fj + Gj with #jzj(di) = n;(e,) 
and z,!*$~ = #jj7cjk for k > j. Hence taking Q = !im #j we have the desired 
homomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose IIt= k and II= {p, <p2 < ...} (finite or 
infinite) and for i < j, pyij I/ pj - 1. Then the pj-Sylow subgroup of F is free 
on (k - 1) (niCjp”“ij) + 1 generators. 
Proof In the construction of F, at the passage from FjP, to Fj, Fj has k 
generators and Fj-,/[Fj- ,, Fjp,] is free abelian pro-cjP, on k generators. 
Hence if U denotes the pj-1st roots of 1, IHom(Fj_, , Zp*,)i = IHom(ciP ,/ 
[Fj- 13 Fj- I], U)l = (ni<jPrij)“* F or each x # 1 in this Horn there are k - 1 
generators in Pj and for x = 1 there are k, making the total above. 
4. SYLOWSYSTEMS 
A Sylow system for a prosolvable n-group, G, is a set of subgroups, G,, 
one for each .Z c II, such that G, is a pro-C group of index prime to Z and 
such that G,G,, = G,,,,. Such a system is determined by giving G, = G, p, 
for each p E II, such that G, is a p-Sylow subgroup and G, G, = G, G, for all 
I-3 4 E n. 
It is known (e.g., [6] Chap. VI for finite groups, [2] for profinite) that a 
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group is prosolvable if and only if it has such a system, that any two such 
systems are conjugate, and that for any subgroup H c G there is a system 
(G,} for G such that (H, = G, n H} is a system for H; if H is normal then 
any system for G will do. Hence any normal subgroup is described by giving 
its intersection with each G, D, of a Sylow system. 
If, in addition, G is supersolvable and p > q then G,G, is supersolvable 
and hence G, is normal in it. Hence if (G,} determine a Sylow system, any 
element of G, normalizes all G, with p > q. Therefore if characteristic 
subgroups H,, c G, are given, they provide a Sylow system for the subgroup 
H they generate. 
In the case of F = F,, the free prosupersolvable n-group on a set of 
generators indexed by 1, the construction of Section 2 provides such a 
system; pi+, takes Fj isomorphically to a subgroup of Fj+ , which normalizes 
pj+l; hence if G,, ,..., Gpj determine a Sylow system for Fj, then pj+ ,(G,,),..., 
/Ij+ ,(G,), aj+,(Pj+ r) determine one for Fj+, . Passing to the limit if 
necessary we get commuting subgroups which we shall identify with 
P, , P, ,..., in F. 
We shall characterize some important subgroups of F in terms of their 
intersection with the Pj. The center is of course trivial if (II > 2. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. [F, F] n P, is generated (as normal subgroup) by 
{ [ali aljl9 all i,j} U {axi;X f 1). (here the x are taken from 
Hom(F,_, , Z,*,>.> 
Proof. The first elements are obviously in [F, F] n P, and for x # 1, axj 
is conjugate to a power of itself not congruent 1 mod p. Hence modulo 
commutators some power prime to p of a,, vanishes; hence axi is trivial. 
Conversely, modulo any group which includes all of the above for each k, 
generators of each P, commute with each other and with generators of the 
other P,. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let LT’ c Ii and let Nn, be the kernel of the natural 
map from Fn to Fn,. Then for pk E IT - II’, Nn, n P, = P, and for pk E IT’, 
Nn, n P, is generated as a normal subgroup by all ati for which x is non- 
trivial on some P,, m < k, pm E lT - IT’. 
Proof: The kernel certainly contains P, whenever pk E It - Zl’. Hence by 
an argument similar to 4.1 it contains all elements on which some element of 
such a P, acts non-trivially. Hence Nn, n P, contains all of the elements 
listed. 
That these suffice is seen by examining Fn when these relations are added. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let H be the stabilizer of the SY~OW system .Y = (Pi). 
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Then H n P, is generated by {u,~] i E I}. Hence H is a free pro-nilpotent l7- 
group on a set of generators indexed by I. 
Proof. Elementary using the definition of the aXi. 
5. AUTOMORPHISMS 
If G is a prosupersolvable n-group with a set of commuting p-Sylow 
subgroups .B = {Pi = Ppil pi E n} then we set Aut,dG) = 
(U E Aut(G)I O(Pi) = Pi f or all i}. Then each u E Aut ?(G) yields a family 
ci : Pi + Pi such that for pi < pj and for all x E Pi, y E Pj 
(*I ( yx)Oi = ( y"j)x', where x’ denotes x”i. 
We have a converse. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a prosupersolvable n-group and let 
.P = {Pjl pj E l7) determine a Sylow system. Suppose given a family of 
automorphisms oi: Pi -+ Pi satisfying (*). Then there is a unique 
u E Aut &G) which restricts to oi on Pi. 
Proof. Everything can be written as a possibly infinite product 
x=x*x* *** with xi E Pj, Define x0 = x;rlx;* a.. and calculate. 
The above in some sense determines Aut .(G). In general 
Aut(G) = Inn(G) Aut,,(G) since any two Sylow systems are conjugate. The 
intersection Inn(G) n Aut,,(G) may be messy, but in the case G = F it is 
given by Proposition 4.3. 
Since Inn(G) is normal in Aut(G) in general and it is easy to describe the 
action of Aut,,(G) on Inn(G) this gives a description of Aut(G) in terms of a 
semidirect product, with amalgamation, of Inn(G) and Aut,.(F). 
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